
A DISCUSSION ON ABORTION AND TAKING OF LIVES

An introduction to the abortion debate, setting out the major questions involved if the foetus has a right to life, does that
right take priority over the mother's right.

Arbitrary restrictions on the wrongness of suffering count as racism or speciesism. Warren, however, thinks
that "human being" is used in different senses in 1 and 2. Consider Kant's account of our obligations to
animals. Marquis's argument has prompted several objections. I still have feelings for her and for me to have a
child with her would have been a beautiful thing. If the FLO account is the correct theory of the wrongness of
killing, then because abortion involves killing fetuses and fetuses have FLOs for exactly the same reasons that
infants have FLOs, abortion is presumptively seriously immoral. That part of my life is already gone. The
great wrong to the victim explains the brutalization, not the other way around. Philosophers such as Aquinas
use the concept of individuation. It only shows that the fetus could hardly be seen as a human person. There
was a class of infants who had futures that included a class of events that were identical to the futures of the
readers of this essay. This symmetry seems to leave us with a stand-off. Thus, the misfortune of premature
death consists of the loss to us of the future goods of consciousness. A sound way for governments with regard
to a reasonable policy could be the acceptance of a more or less neutral stance that may function as a proper
guide for law. The Appeal to Cases Argument The FLO account of the wrongness of killing is correct because
it yields the correct answers in many life-any-death cases that arise in medicine and have interested
philosophers. Financial and Social Reasons A woman got pregnant not deliberately and wants to have an
abortion by virtue of her bad financial and social background because she fears that she will be unable to offer
the child an appropriate life perspective. Thomson, Judith J. Is the fetus a human person and, thus, should be
protected? How would one go about doing this? Updated June 23, Many points come up in the abortion
debate. Since the FLO account does not specify which properties a future of another individual must possess
so that killing that individual is wrong, the FLO account is indeterminate with respect to this issue. Both
pro-choicer and anti-abortionist agree that it is obvious that it is wrong to kill us. When done correctly by
properly trained doctors, abortion is generally safe. First, Thomson claims that the right to live does not
include the right to be given the means necessary for survival. If the presumption is right that legal rights are
tied to the notion of personhood and that there is a difference between rights and quasi-rights, then it seems
right that the fetus has no legal right but "just" a quasi-right to live. However, we believe that all persons have
an equal right to life. Thus the objection based on interests fails. For women who demand complete control of
their body, control should include preventing the risk of unwanted pregnancy through the responsible use of
contraception or, if that is not possible, through abstinence. Joshua, as they would later name their baby, had
anencephaly, meaning his skull and brain were not developing properly and he would not survive. However,
the conflict of abortion as such may not be solvable, in the end, but the experienced professional is able to
provide persons with feasible solutions for the particular case. Thus, what is sufficient to make killing us
wrong, p. He defends the view that, except in unusual circumstances, abortion is seriously wrong. The wrong
of killing is primarily a wrong to the individual who is killed; at the time of contraception there is no
individual to be wronged. Under this proposal, presence of brain waves would be enough to grant personhood,
even with other features lacking. No one thinks that what the law decides about abortion settles the moral
issue" Gert ,  On the other hand, those who believe abortion is morally permissible wish to find a narrow, but
plausible, criterion for possession of the right to life so that fetuses will fall outside of it. Premature death is a
misfortune, in general, because it deprives an individual of a future of value. Not surprisingly, there are
objections to this view. It is argued that just as it would be permissible to "unplug" and thereby cause the death
of the person who is using one's kidneys, so it is permissible to abort the fetus who similarly, it is said, has no
right to use one's body's life-support functions against one's will. If he is disconnected from you now, he will
die; but in nine months he will recover and can be safely disconnected.


